
Together towards the goal! 
In search of security  

The ASAP Group places great importance on quality, which is based on 

a passion for technologically advanced products. In fostering a work

place culture centered around employee appreciation, trust, and open 

communication, it‘s crucial to streamline access permissions and time 

recording processes for all staff members to maintain product quality. 

To achieve this goal, Interflex is collaborating with ASAP to develop a 

suitable solution.

Intensive consultation shapes a solution  

A solution is being sought that provides both access control and integration 

with a project time management program. ASAP handles access control and 

time recording through a complex and laborintensive process, especially 

given the intricate interplay between these components. 

To streamline operations, Interflex will introduce an efficient electronic 

solution, providing ASAP with a comprehensive security technology 

package including barriers and door conversions. 

An essential aspect involves creating a precalculator (SAP) for seamless 

integration with project time management software. Additionally, access 

control will be available in both online and offline modes, ensuring flexibility 

without compromising security.

A complete package with many benefits  

Initially, access control was implemented using the Interflex software  

IF6040. This business software solution not only includes access control 

and granting of access permissions, but also serves as a precalculator 

(SAP) through integration with the project time management program of 

the ASAP Group. 

Industry:

Development partner  
to the automotive industry  

Company size:

Approximately 1,500 employees  

Solution:

Time recording, access control 
(software and hardware) 

What the customer says:

“With Interflex as a strong  
partner, we were able to con
solidate existing resources and 
now benefit from functional 
processes on all levels.” 
Sven Nosse 
Head of IT / Information Security Officer

Reference Story
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The integration of existing components is another building block in the 

implementation of a new access system. Interflex offers its customers 

“everything from a single source.” For ASAP, this also means carrying out 

mechanical work and collaborating with partner companies. 

The barrier systems are operated in successful cooperation with the company 

Perimeter. The transition of doors to accommodate the mechanical locking 

systems with TEGAS proceeds smoothly. In collaboration with its partners, 

Interflex spearheads the implementation of the new system solution for 

ASAP, ensuring minimal disruption.

ASAP is looking towards the future, focusing on automotive 
technology and concepts as well as ensuring the sustainable 
security of the company.
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